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The swan is a creature with two natures: both a lover 

and a fighter, a graceful angel and a clumsy oaf; both 

an inspiration behind the design of some of our most 

beautiful aircraft and a natural hazard responsible on 

occasions for bringing them down. This book explores 

these contrasts while studying the swan’s life and death 

via courtship, mating, feeding, predation and, in some 

cases, migration. We’ll also shed light on its relationship 

with humans and examine some of the myths and legends 

surrounding one of our largest and strongest birds. Can 

a swan really break your arm? Does swan meat really 

taste like fishy mutton? Can you be locked up for killing 

a swan? Woven into all of the above are my observations 

and experiences of this most magnificent of creatures over 

three decades of birdwatching and many years of freelance 

nature journalism and wildlife photography.

But when I say ‘swan’, what do I mean? After all, Britain 

is lucky enough to have three different species: the mute 

swan, the Bewick’s swan and the whooper swan. I will be 

focusing on the mute swan throughout this book – that’s 

the one with the orange beak. Unless stated otherwise, 
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when I  speak of ‘swans’ I’m talking about mutes, and 

unless you are a birdwatcher this is probably the only 

species you’ve ever seen. Unlike Bewick’s and whooper 

swans, which are shy, easily spooked and pretty hard to 

track down, mute swans are generally tame, trusting of 

humans and plentiful in the lakes and rivers near our 

homes.

It is probably the mute swan’s relative ease around human 

beings which has allowed me to spend hundreds of hours 

observing and photographing them in our waterways, our 

meadows and even up among the clouds (I also happen to 

be a qualified pilot). Yes, their beauty fascinates me, but so 

does their disposition, their aura and their history. 

Swans were swimming in our rivers and waddling in our 

wetlands long before humans arrived. As a species, they 

have seen so much and overcome so many challenges. 

They possess an adaptability and a resolve which over the 

years I have spent many hours exploring. More recently, 

I have also become obsessed with giving them a voice. You 

see, unlike most birds, mute swans really are mute. They 

can’t sing like a robin. They can’t even call like a crow. 

A hiss or an occasional grunt is all they can muster. It’s 

important we speak out on their behalf. So thank you for 

joining me in singing this song for the mute swan.
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Winter birdwatching is the most rewarding kind. 

The cold light of the New Year brings a clarity of 

image absent in the warm, hazy summer months. If you 

are lucky enough to rise to a clear blue sky, the prize can 

be enormous. With fewer leaves on the trees and humans 

to alarm, the chances of catching a glimpse of nature’s 

wildlife are improved. The backdrop – an icy lake, a frost-

coated tree or a snow-smothered knoll – enhances the 

shot. But a ‘shot’ does not require a lens. Many a memory 

remains beautiful when we live in the scene, rather than 

striving for a perfect picture of it.

It is on one such frosty January morning, without a 

camera, that I push my way up a small mound towards 

my favourite tree in the world. The satisfying crunch of 

fresh frost under my boots is briefly interrupted by the 

oak’s giant roots and a pothole obscured by the packed 

snow. Eyes front or skywards, scanning for movement in 

the trees and oblivious to what lies beneath their feet, a 

birder can easily turn an ankle on a day like this. But, as 

I  regain my balance, I’m reminded that snow and frost 

bring far greater threats to Britain’s favourite bird than 
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balance of body. For this red-breasted member of the 

thrush family, such conditions can tip the scales of life in 

favour of death.

Robins are rarely killed by the cold alone, but instead 

perish from the starvation that follows. The male hops and 

skips between fallen twigs, stabbing his short, thin, black 

beak into the snow, desperately searching for insects, seeds 

and worms. Far from plump, his breast is waning, flat and 

bedraggled. A week of sub-zero temperatures is taking 

its toll. He pokes and prods his way through an inch of 

snow only to find a thick layer of frost sheltered from the 

weak winter sun. Today is the tenth day of Christmas (3 

January). What for humans is a festive scene is instead 

a bitter fight for survival for the robin. When seeds and 

fruit are scarce, the bird relies heavily on ground-dwelling 

prey such as spiders, snails, worms, caterpillars and other 

grubs. Unlike blue tits and great tits, he rarely feeds in 

trees, instead foraging on the ground. But the ground can 

no longer be found, buried under an inch of snow and 

hard frost.

The arrival of a dunnock complicates his plight further 

still. Similar in size but far less fearsome than his songbird 

cousin, this male is in better condition. Plump and with a 

shiny finish, he hops to within a yard of the great oak’s 

base. The battle is a short-lived affair. The robin is pound-

for-pound one of the UK’s most violent birds, a fiercely 

territorial lone wolf. With a short, sharp beat of his wings, 
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he lurches at the invader in a jerky stabbing motion. The 

strike is three-pronged. Two feet and a bill come crashing 

down upon the dunnock, which swiftly retreats to the 

safety of a dense holly bush. 

But why is the red-breast so viciously defending this 

seemingly barren tree-base? Suddenly all becomes clear. 

The heavens open to reveal a shower of brown, greasy 

dust raining down upon the snow. Just eight feet above 

the ground, among the sturdy branches of the mighty 

arms of an oak, a second story is unfolding – one which 

could yet help the robin survive the day. Swinging gently 

in the cold breeze is a cluster of six suet-balls, or ‘fat balls’ 

– man-made tennis-ball-sized spheres of nutrition packed 

full of seeds and beef suet, held together with lard. They 

have triggered quite a commotion. It is here that bird-table 

politics play out in full view. A great spotted woodpecker, 

the king of the garden, perches proudly above the trove, 

leaning down to dismantle one of the swinging balls with 

its thick, grey beak.

Woodpeckers are messy eaters. Food pours down 

towards the snow on which the robin stands. The robin 

cocks his head, jabs at the edible scraps and swallows 

while scanning the horizon for threats. He disappears into 

the foliage for ten seconds and then returns, repeating the 

ritual while the woodpecker continues its feeding frenzy.

Two minutes pass before the greedy woodpecker 

disappears into the woodland with a short, sharp ‘keek’ 
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call. It takes less than a minute for the pecking-order’s 

next-in-line to appear on the scene: a pair of great tits, 

clinging to the feed ball’s string, never daring more than 

three bites before disappearing into the labyrinth of 

branches. Then come the smaller blue tits, squeaking like 

mice, sometimes mixing with their great tit relatives but 

mostly waiting for a short moment to feed alone. Then 

finally the tiny coal tits. Appearing from a neighbouring 

pine tree, they have been watching the drama unfold, 

biding their time for even the shortest of windows to pick-

pocket their share. Once the larger birds have had their fill, 

they take their chance – but tentatively. My heart melts at 

their nervous, frenetic behaviour – landing, scanning for 

predators, one tiny peck, scanning for predators, fleeing 

to the ferns, scanning for predators, eating, scanning for 

predators. What a life! Forever in fear of being snatched 

and gobbled up by a passing sparrowhawk.

As I watch the coal tits make the most of this narrow 

opportunity, my eyes are drawn to another minuscule ball 

of feathers hopping between the oak and the fern. Never 

straying from the weakest and slimmest of branches, the 

goldcrest feels safer flitting around the edges of the oak, 

away from the bigger, bolder birds which might do it harm. 

This female will not join the feast, though she may dare 

to forage for scraps once the robin has left. But the faint 

‘sree-sree-sree’ of Britain’s smallest bird is being drowned 

out by something else. Something’s wrong. She disappears 
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and my eyes return to the tree’s base. Nothing – no robin 

and no more falling food. Just the fat balls gently swaying 

in the breeze.

Next, a moving broken shadow and the soft but growing 

sound so familiar to my childhood – a rhythmic ‘wou-

wou’ of beating wings. The perfect V-formation of five 

begins to break as it skims the tops of the trees. Oblivious 

to the feast they have ruined, these splendid white beasts 

descend with slow, regular beats towards the partly frozen 

lake just a few hundred yards from where I stand. From 

the top of the knoll, the winter sun behind me, I have a 

perfect view of one of nature’s great spectacles.

Swans in flight are truly majestic. The huge webbed feet 

tucked neatly out of sight behind the tail feathers give the 

bird a slick, sleek shape in which feet, tail, torso and neck 

form one natural horizontal line with the head dipped 

ever so slightly in front.

Only the lake’s centre section has thawed. As the leader 

approaches, the wings fall silent as he glides above the 

water, three feet high. The nose which has been dipped, 

begins to rise in the landing flare; the body so perfectly 

horizontal when passing the oak, now diagonal with the 

nose pointing skywards. As every beginner pilot knows, 

the last few seconds of a good landing leave you blind to 

the ground, with only the sky, the clouds or the darkness of 

night in your sights. A metre above the water and the male 

at last lowers the undercarriage. Two short legs protrude 
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as he gently beats his wings to cushion the return to earth. 

From a distance of 300 yards I hear both feet skim the 

water’s surface, high but descending in pitch as the legs 

are plunged deeper into the black icy darkness.

The remainder of the flight is far less graceful. Missing 

the small area of rippled water, the remaining four touch 

down on snow-peppered ice. Accustomed to the rough 

grip of grass or the soft cushion of water, they slip on the 

icy glass and tumble onto their sides sending mallards and 

pochards rushing to the sky. Rising quickly but sheepishly, 

the four clumsy stragglers – a mixture of males and 

females – now display their least elegant trait: walking or, 

more correctly, waddling back to their friend in the water. 

As they do, I  scan the edges of the lake. One fox, three 

greylag geese, four dogs and six humans have all stopped 

to watch the show, oblivious to anything else.

The swan is a scene-stealer, a show-stopper of the highest 

order, inspiring Greek tragedies, poems, ballets, songs, 

art, boats and aircraft. The eminent eighteenth-century 

naturalist Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, could 

not have put it better when he wrote this of the swan: 

‘displaying a thousand graceful attitudes… there is not a 

more beautiful figure in all of nature.’
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If you’d like to read more, you can buy your own copy 
of Swan from Amazon or Waterstones
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